Meeting held at Mandurah on Tuesday, 8 January 2019

WEATHER: Fine      TRACK: Good     KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.00pm
Stewards: Mr. C. Kerr, Mr. G. O'Dea, Mr. N. Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr. S. Wu
Lure Driver: Mr. M. Frampton

SCRATCHINGS:
Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 8 BLACK HERC (8/1)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 1 OLYMPIC MARINER (8/1), Race 4 WESTERN RIPPLE (8/1)
Ineligible: Race 4 MAYBE TODAY (4/1)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R39 - Race 7 GOODBYE x 10 days (4.52pm)
FINES: R39 - Mr. M. Rees - $50
SUSPENSIONS:
R69A - Race 3 MUSKOGEE MILLIE x 28 days (Mandurah Track) x 1 Field
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 WINLOCK CHOICE, Race 5 CROCODILE SENOR

Race 1 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (1) - Maiden - 6:08 PM
WINLOCK CHOICE & HELLO KELLY began quickly. WILSHIRE JACK began slowly. REBEL CAUSE & HELLO KELLY collided soon after the start. HIGH DISTORTION & HELLO KELLY collided soon after the start. REBEL CAUSE checked off the heels of HIGH DISTORTION on the first turn. REBEL CAUSE & DANDALUP MAGIC collided on the first turn. REBEL CAUSE & DANDALUP MAGIC collided approaching the home turn. DANDALUP MAGIC raced wide on the home turn. WILSHIRE JACK shifted out & raced wide on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed BERKLY RIVER had a Right - Hindleg - Tarsal fracture and was humanely Euthanased by the On-Track Veterinary Surgeon.

Steward's enquired into a report that MUSKOGEE MILLIE failed to pursue the lure with due commitment on the home turn. Trainer Ms. T. Thomas acknowledged the report, subsequently MUSKOGEE MILLIE has been stood down for 28 days at Mandurah only & placed on a field satisfactory trial under R69A.

Race 2 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (2) - Maiden - 6:28 PM
WESTERN RIPPLE & HELEN'S CALLING began quickly. PERONI TONY began slowly. WESTERN RIPPLE & HELEN'S CALLING collided several times approaching the first turn. NIOLUM, WESTERN RIPPLE & HELEN'S CALLING collided on the first turn. PERONI TONY & HELEN'S CALLING collided approaching the home turn. HELEN'S CALLING & FAIRY MONELLI collided on the home turn. PERONI TONY raced wide on the home turn & in the home straight.

Race 3 - Novice/Provincial/405 (1) - Novice - 6:52 PM
SPACE GHOST & WIND POWER DREAM began quickly. DANDALUP GALAXY & ZIPPING JULIET began slowly. DANDALUP GALAXY & ZIPPING JULIET collided soon after the start. POWERED BY GAS, DIAMOND RITA & BERKLY RIVER collided soon after the start. BERKLY RIVER stumbled, lost ground & failed to finish. DIAMOND RITA checked off the heels of POWERED BY GAS on the first turn. SPACE GHOST & WIND POWER DREAM collided on the first turn. SPACE GHOST & DANDALUP GALAXY collided on the first turn. MUSKOGEE MILLIE eased, shifted out & inconvenienced WIND POWER DREAM on the home turn. WIND POWER DREAM & MUSKOGEE MILLIE collided in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed BERKLY RIVER had a Right - Hindleg - Tarsal fracture and was humanely Euthanased by the On-Track Veterinary Surgeon.

Steward's enquired into a report that MUSKOGEE MILLIE failed to pursue the lure with due commitment on the home turn. Trainer Ms. T. Thomas acknowledged the report, subsequently MUSKOGEE MILLIE has been stood down for 28 days at Mandurah only & placed on a field satisfactory trial under R69A.

Race 4 - Maiden Series (Final)/Provincial/405 - Maiden - 7:12 PM
CANDY SHOP, WESTDALE ARES & TYSON GUNDI began quickly. BEDELIA WAY & OLYMPIC MARINER began slowly. ABBY BOY checked off the heels of TYSON GUNDI & collided with GLOBAL GIRL on the first turn. HELLO APRIL & TYSON GUNDI collided on the first turn & TYSON GUNDI got ground. ABBY BOY & OLYMPIC MARINER collided on the first turn. ABBY BOY & TYSON GUNDI collided several times approaching the home turn. CANDY SHOP checked off the heels of WESTDALE ARES approaching the home turn. ABBY BOY galloped on TYSON GUNDI on the home turn. TYSON GUNDI & OLYMPIC MARINER collided on the home turn.
Race 5 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (1) - Grade 5 - 7:32 PM
KAYTWO MONELLI began quickly. WISE RHONDA began slowly. WISE RHONDA & HARLAN ROCKS collided soon after the start. KEITH DOUBLE ONE checked off the heels of AYSUM BLACK soon after the start. KEITH DOUBLE ONE checked off the heels of BUSHMAN'S VALLEY approaching the first turn. AYSUM BLACK & BUSHMAN'S VALLEY collided on the first turn. HARLAN ROCKS checked off the heels of GOVERNESS on the first turn. KAYTWO MONELLI checked off the heels of CROCODILE SENOR approaching the home turn. BUSHMAN'S VALLEY checked off the heels GOVERNESS approaching the home turn. KEITH DOUBLE ONE collided on the home turn. HARLAN ROCKS checked off the heels of BUSHMAN'S VALLEY in the home straight.

Race 6 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 7:52 PM
OLDMATE AMY, WHIZZING & HELLO I'M LETTY began quickly. NEED MORE COIN began slowly. OLDAMTE AMY checked off the heels of LAWLESS LOU soon after the start. LAWLESS LOU & OLDAMTE SARAH collided on the first turn. WHIZZING galloped on HELLO I'M LETTY on the second turn & both lost ground. WHIZZING collided with OLDAMTE SARAH on the second turn. LAWLESS LOU & THRU THE MILL collided on the home turn. NEED MORE COIN raced wide on the home turn.

Race 7 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (2) - Grade 5 - 8:15 PM
TAHLEIA BRAE & SUDOKU WARRIOR began quickly. BROCK TONIC began slowly. RECO TONIC & BUSHMAN'S DROVER collided soon after the start. BUSHMAN'S DROVER checked off the heels of DON'T ASK soon after the start. DON'T ASK & SUDOKU WARRIOR collided approaching the first turn. SUDOKU WARRIOR & SHAKA UNDER FIRE collided on the first turn. RECO TONIC checked off the heels of TAHLEIA BRAE & collided with SUDOKU WARRIOR on the first turn, BUSHMAN'S DROVER inconvenienced. SHAKA UNDER FIRE checked off the heels of TAHLEIA BRAE on the home turn. RECO TONIC galloped on SHAKA UNDER FIRE on the home turn, RECO TONIC stumbled, shifted out & collided with SUDOKU WARRIOR on the home turn. RECO TONIC & SUDOKU WARRIOR both lost ground.

BUSHMAN'S DROVER & SHAKA UNDER FIRE collided several times in the home straight. RECO TONIC galloped on SHAKA UNDER FIRE in the home straight, SHAKA UNDER FIRE stumbled & lost ground.

RECO TONIC was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported. SHAKA UNDER FIRE was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 8 - Grade 5 Masters (Final)/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 8:30 PM
OBJECTIVE began quickly. MORRIS MEMORY, SHE'S ROXANN & KID KANSAS began slowly. ROCKSTAR MAX & SCHMICK AS collided several times soon after the start. OBJECTIVE & COSMIC MALTEZE collided approaching the first turn. ROCKSTAR MAX & SCHMICK AS collided approaching the first turn. MORRIS MEMORY & SHE'S ROXANN collided on the first turn. MORRIS MEMORY galloped on SCHMICK AS on the first turn. SCHMICK AS stumbled & lost ground.

Race 9 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (3) - Maiden - 8:45 PM
NOBELIUM began quickly. MISS BONDI & SAUSILITO began slowly. SAUSILITO checked off the heels of DANDALUP LUCK approaching the first turn & SAUSILITO lost ground. RUNNING ON GAS & DANDALUP LUCK collided approaching the first turn. Slobber CHOPS checked off the heels of NOBELIUM on the first turn. MISS BONDI galloped on Slobber CHOPS on the home turn. DANDALUP LUCK checked off the heels of MISS BONDI, shifted out & raced wide on the home turn. SAUSILITO & DANDALUP LUCK collided in the home straight.

Race 10 - Novice/Provincial/405 (2) - Novice - 9:07 PM
JELLY BABY began quickly. SUNSET MOO MOO & GO GETTEM LUCKY began slowly. JELLY BABY crossed to the inside & collided with RIVERSIDE GEM soon after the start. TORGLO, SUNSET MOO MOO & DANDALUP MISTY collided soon after the start. TORGLO, SUNSET MOO MOO & RIVERSIDE GEM collided soon after the start, SUNSET MOO MOO stumbled & lost ground. DANDALUP MISTY checked off the heels of TORGLO on the first turn. RIVERSIDE GEM & GO GETTEM LUCKY collided several times on the first turn. TORGLO & SUNSET MOO MOO collided on the first turn. DANDALUP MISTY galloped on TORGLO approaching the home turn, TORGLO stumbled & lost ground. TORGLO faded due to injury in the home straight.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed TORGLO has Right - Hindleg - Sartorius muscle injury and a Truncal - Cervico-Thoracic injury/soreness and has been stood down for 7 days.
Race 11 - Grade 5/Provincial/490 - Grade 5 - 9:22 PM
JETTA JAM & MIA BRAE began quickly. JUNK YARD MUPPET began slowly. JUNK YARD MUPPET checked off the heels of SKETCHY FANCY on the first turn. SKETCHY FANCY & TRUMP TUX collided on the first turn. MIA BRAE checked off the heels of PRECISE LI on the second turn, MIA BRAE lost ground. JUNK YARD MUPPET checked off the heels of NO ADDED SUGAR on the home turn. NO ADDED SUGAR & PRECISE LI collided on the home turn. NO ADDED SUGAR shifted out & raced wide on the home turn & in the home straight.

FINAL.